The Rayleigh match is defined by the range of mixtures of red and green lights that appear the same as an intensity-adjustable monochromatic yellow light. The perceptual match indicates that the red-green mixture and the yellow light have evoked the same respective cone absorptions in the L-and M-cone pathways. Going beyond the existing models, the Poisson noise in cone absorptions is proposed to make the matching proportion of red-green mixtures span a finite range because any mixture in that range evokes cone absorptions that do not differ from those by a yellow light by more than the variations in the absorption noise. We derive a mathematical formula linking the match midpoint or match range with the sensitivities and numerosities of the two cones. The noise-free, exact, matching point, close to the midpoint of the matching range, depends only on the L-and M-cone sensitivities to each of the red, green, and yellow lights [these sensitivities, in turn, depend on the preferred wavelengths (λ max ) and optical densities of the cone pigments and the properties of prereceptoral light filtering]. Meanwhile, the matching range depends on both these cone sensitivities and the relative numerosity of the L and M cones. The model predicts that, in normal trichromats, all other things being equal, the match range is smallest when the ratio r between L and M cone densities is r R −1∕2 with R as the ratio between the sensitivities of the L and M cones to the yellow light, i.e., when L and M cones are similarly abundant in typical cases, and, as r departs from R −1∕2 , the match range increases. For example, when one cone type is 10 times more numerous, the match range increases two-to threefold, depending on the sensitivities of the cones. Testing these model predictions requires either a large data set to identify the effect of one factor (e.g., cone numerosity) while averaging out the effects of the other factors (e.g., cone sensitivities) or for all factors to be known. A corollary of this prediction is that, because they are more likely than usual to have L:M cone ratios skewed, the matching ranges of normal female trichromats who are carriers of dichromacy (but not anomalous trichromacy) are likely to have a larger matching range than usual, particularly for the deutan carriers. In addition, the model predicts that, in strong tetrachromats (whose four dimensions of color are preserved post-receptorally), either the Rayleigh matching is impossible or the matching range is typically smaller than usual.
INTRODUCTION
The Rayleigh match [1] is a procedure to classify color vision, e.g., to diagnose color-blindness or color vision abnormality. In this procedure, a test subject views a circular field of about 2°in diameter split into top and bottom halves. The upper hemifield contains a mixture of red and green monochromatic lights (with wavelengths λ R ≈ 670 and λ G ≈ 545 nm, respectively) of given intensities R and G, respectively, and the lower hemifield contains a yellow monochromatic light (of wavelength λ Y ≈ 589 nm). The red-green mixture is adjusted by having a fraction f of the red light combined with a fraction 1 − f of the green light, and the intensity Y of the yellow light is also adjusted, such that, at some values of f and Y , the two hemifields are matched in appearance; see Fig. 1 . The range of f , and its midpoint, to achieve the match are used to classify color vision. Although readouts of typical anomaloscopes, e.g., the Nagel anomaloscope [2] , in practice scale the f values to the range between 0 and 70, this paper uses the range 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 by the definition of fraction.
Normally, humans have three types of cones, sensitive to short (S), medium (M), and long (L) wavelengths of light, with their sensitivities peaking at the wavelength λ max ≈ 420, 530, and 557 nm, respectively [3] . Hence, the S cones are not appreciably excited by any of the three lights (R, G, Y ) in the Rayleigh matching procedure, which thus only classifies color vision characters involving the properties of the L and M cones. Normal trichromats, who have normal L and M cones, typically have a small matching range near f 0.5 (given a suitable calibration of the light intensities R and G and their wavelengths) [4] . Dichromats lacking L cones (protanopia) or M cones (deuteranopia) can match with any f values. Observers with defective L (protanomaly) or M (deuteranomaly) cones are called anomalous trichromats. As λ max of the defective L/M cones are shifted toward the λ max of the normal M/L cones, anomalous trichromats typically have a relatively large matching f range with a midpoint f away from the typical f values for the normals.
It has long been recognized that the Rayleigh match is achieved when the two hemifields are identical in terms of their excitations evoked in the normal or abnormal L and/or M cones of the observer. Accordingly, models of the Rayleigh match have been developed [5] [6] [7] [8] . Given the input light from each hemifield, the cone excitations from this hemifield can be calculated from the (wavelength) spectral sensitivity curves of the cones; these curves, in turn, depend on the following cone and retinal properties: λ max of the cone pigments, the optical densities of the cone pigments, and the light filtering properties of the optical medium in the retina before input light reaches the cones. These models help us to examine how changes in cone and retinal properties, such as λ max and the optical densities of the cone pigments, affect the matching value f . In this paper, we present an analytical model aimed to gain additional insights that are not easily achieved using the numerical methods employed by the previous models. Furthermore, we propose that the nonzero matching range of f is caused by the noise in the cone excitations-zero noise would give a zero matching range and an exact matching point f (except in dichromats)-and derive a formula for the matching range, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been previously modelled. In particular, we show that, while the exact matching point f depends only on the spectral sensitivities of the cones (given the light properties), the matching range is also influenced by the relative densities of the L and M cones on the retina. In addition, we present specific and experimentally testable predictions from this model with some discussions.
AN ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THE RAYLEIGH MATCH
The relevant properties of the retinal cones and the anomaloscope are as follows: (1) the pair of fixed intensities R and G for the red and green light, respectively, and the adjustable intensity Y of the yellow light; (2) three pairs of sensitivities of the L and M cones, respectively, to the three lights: r L and r M to the red light, g L and g M to the green light, and y L and y M to the yellow light; and (3) the pair of fractions, n L and n M (such that n L n M 1), of the cones that are L and M, respectively. We will show, analytically and intuitively using graphics, how these five pairs of values (each in a bracket), R; G; r L ; r M ; g L ; g M ; y L ; y M ; n L ; n M ; (1) determine the Rayleigh match and the matching range.
Given the sensitivities r L and r M of the L and M cones to the red light, the cone responses to the red light of intensity R are Rr L and Rr M , represented as a point Rr L ; r M (a row vector with components Rr L and Rr M ) in the 2D space of the cone responses in Fig. 2(A) . Similarly, cone responses to the green light are represented by the point Gg L ; g M in Fig. 2(A) . The line connecting these two points contains points representing the cone responses to the red-green mixtures. Let L RG and M RG denote the L cone and M cone's responses to a red-green mixture; then, to a mixture with a fraction 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 of the red light,
A f closer to f 1 gives a point L RG ; M RG closer to Rr L ; r M on that red-green mixture line in Fig. 2(A) .
Meanwhile, the cone responses to the yellow lights are
the points Y y L ; y M with various Y ≥ 0 make another line originating from the origin in Fig. 2 (A). The Rayleigh matching is defined by
when the two lines in Fig. 2 (A) intersect each other. Let α be the angle between the yellow line and horizontal; then, a point on this yellow line with a distance y from origin can be written as
Figure 2(B) shows that any point L RG ; M RG on the red-green mixture line can be decomposed to two components: one along the yellow-light line, with a distance A from the origin, and another perpendicular to it with a deviation D to the yellowlight line. Hence, the angle between deviation D and horizontal axis is π∕2 α, making the unit vector along D as − sinα; cosα. Therefore, quantity D is the dot product of vector L RG ; M RG with this unit vector:
i.e., D is the projection of L RG ; M RG on − sinα; cosα. The Rayleigh match happens when D 0. Using Eq. (2) and noting 
we have
and analogously Q 3 , Q 4 , Q 5 , and Q 6 , introduced later, are quantities built from our five pairs of values in Eq. (1). The Rayleigh matching is to adjust the fraction f to make D 0 and adjust the yellow light intensity to make y A. Solving D 0 for the matching f value gives
Therefore, given the red and green light intensities R and G, and the three pairs of L and M cone sensitivities r L ; r M , g L ; g M , and y L ; y M to the three lights, the matching fraction f match is determined by the above formula.
The three pairs of cone sensitivities can be read out from the spectrum sensitivity curves S L λ and S M λ, respectively, of the L and M cones, as the sensitivity values S L;M λ for the wavelengths λ λ R , λ G , and λ Y of the three monochromatic light sources; see Fig. 3 . (For general, nonmonochromatic lights, the three pairs of sensitivities are, e.g., r L R dλS L λI i λ for the input spectrum I i λ, with R dλI i λ 1, of the light source i R; G; Y .) The sensitivity spectrum S L;M λ, in turn, depend on the λ max and optic density O L;M of the photopigment for the cone and the optical density spectra O lens λ of the retina lens and O macular λ of the macular layer as follows. For cone C L or M, where O C is the optical density of the photopigment and Eλ; λ max is called the extinction coefficient of the cone [9] . In typical human eyes, O lens λ and O macular λ are negligible at the wavelengths of our concern. Hence, a cone's sensitivity curve is largely determined by its λ max and optical density O C of the pigment. As summarized in Fig. 4 variations in the Rayleigh match f match between different observers. Let us define our standard trichromat as one with the following λ max and optical density O C (slightly different from the example in Fig. 3 ) of the pigment for the cones and the pre-receptor properties:
Pre-receptor : O lens λ and O macular λ are as in 10:
Let us also define our standard anomaloscope as the one with
The three primaries with λ R ; λ G ; λ Y 670; 545; 589 nm.
The light intensities R and G give R∕G ≈ 23.4 and G 1:
We note from Eqs. (9) and (10) that f match depends only on the ratio R∕G and not R and G individually. Hence, given R∕G, we can arbitrarily set G 1, as we did above, without affecting f match (although the yellow-light intensity needed for the matching scales with G). This R∕G ratio above is for the "deutan mode" of the anomaloscope calibration [6] , so that the red and green lights excite the L cone equally (i.e., Rr L Gg L ) for our standard trichromat defined above. Our standard trichromat should thus obtain f match ≈ 0.5 using our standard anomaloscope.
A. Any Fraction f Achieves a Match for Dichromats
One way to view dichromats lacking the L or M cone is to consider their L and M cones as identical to each other. For example, consider protanopia as when the L cones are just copies of the M cones. Hence, these dichromats have r L r M , g L g M , y L y M , and, from Eq. (7), cosα sinα. Hence, Q 1 Q 2 0 by Eq. (9), and, consequently, any fraction f gives D 0 by Eq. (8) to achieve the match. Graphically, r L r M , g L g M , and y L y M together means that, in Fig. 2(A) , the line for the red-green mixtures and that for the yellow lights are both on the diagonal line from the origin (45 o from horizontal), so that all the red-green mixture points are on the line for the yellow lights.
B. Protanomaly Requires More Red Light to Match
The light intensities R and G are calibrated such that quantities in Eq. (10) for normal trichromats give Q 1 ∼ Q 2 , making f match 1∕1 Q 1 ∕Q 2 ∼ 0.5. In protanomaly, the λ max of the L cones is abnormally reduced toward the λ max of the (normal) M cones, altering r L , g L , and y L , accordingly. Because (see Fig. 3 ) the r L value is very near the tail of L cone's spectral sensitivity curve, while g L and y L are near the peak of this curve, a reduction in λ max for the L cones reduces r L by a large percentage while leaving g L and y L relatively unchanged in percentage. Consequently,
is relatively unchanged, making f match larger to require more red light for the match as observed in observers with protanomaly. Figures 6(A) and 6(B) illustrate how a protanomalous differs from normal in the match.
C. Deuteranomaly Requires More Green Light to Match
In deuteranomaly, the λ max of the M cones is abnormally increased toward the λ max of the (normal) L cones. Among the affected sensitivities r M , g M , and y M , only the g M value sits near the peak of the cone sensitivity spectrum. As a result, percentage-wise, r M and y M are both much increased while g M is relatively unchanged. Consequently, to require more green light for the match as observed in observers with deuteranomaly. Figures 6(A) and 6(C) illustrate how a deuteranomalous differs from normal in the match.
D. Matching Range from Cone Absorption Noise
Cone absorptions are noisy. Each input, whether a red-green mixture or a yellow light, can evoke many possible pairs of L and M cone responses randomly distributed around the mean response pair. Consequently (see Fig. 5 ), responses to the mixtures and yellow lights are no longer confined to, but distributed around, the two lines of zero thickness in the 2D L-M response space. This is as if the lines become thicker by the typical magnitudes of the cone response noise. The noise blurs small differences between two input fields so that a red-green mixture could appear identical to a yellow light even if the mixing fraction f deviates a little from f match . Hence, a range of f values around f match can produce mixtures to match the yellow light.
Consider a red-green mixture with a f f match Δf . Let the zero-noise L-M cone responses to this mixture deviate by a displacement D from the zero-noise responses to the yellow light [see Fig. 2 
The largest two jΔf j's, one for a negative Δf 1 and one for a positive Δf 2 , to make D 2 σ 2 D should make the matching range in f ∈ f match Δf 1 ; f match Δf 2 , making the matching range:
Noise in cone absorption is Poisson like [11] , so that the variances σ 2 L RG and σ 2 M RG of noise in L and M cone responses, respectively, scale with the respective average responses, L RG and M RG :
(more accurately, noise variance scales with average response by a Fano factor larger than unity [11] , but this discrepancy will be absorbed by our parameter β introduced later). In addition, noise in the L and M cones are independent of each other. Therefore, because D is a weighted sum of L and M cone responses [with weights − sinα and cosα; see Eq. (8) 
Using Eqs. (2) and (7), and f f match Δf , we have
From Eq. (14),
Because the quantities Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , and Q 4 are built from four pairs of values, (R, G), r L ; r M , g L ; g M , and y L ; y M , the two solutions In each panel, the cyan dot marks the matching point, and the black double arrow spans the matching range schematically; the length of the black arrow as a fraction of the total distance between the mean responses to the red and green lights is the numerical matching range (e.g., in both (B) and (C), f matching-range ∼ 0.5).
responding 
n L y L , respectively, and each r M , g M , or y M is replaced by n M r M , n M g M , or n M y M , respectively. Then, Eq. (20) becomes
Then, an N → ∞ requires Δf → 0, because the signal-tonoise diverges when responses are pooled over infinitely many cones. However, our central brain does not seem to be able to integrate signals over infinitely many cones or over an infinitely long viewing duration to smooth out noise [12] [13] [14] ; otherwise, all signal-to-noise in the central decision stage will approach infinity to give infinite accuracy to color matching and other similar sensory-matching tasks. This limit in our central brain is implemented here by replacing an N → ∞ by a noninfinite parameter β. Hence, replacing N by β in the above equation and solving for Δf from it,
Hence, by Eq. (15), 
Let us extend the definition of our standard trichromat in Eq. (12) to have relative L and M cone densities such that n L 2∕3 (so that n M 1∕3), and let this trichromat have f matching-range 0.04 using our standard anomaloscope in Eq. (13) . Then, β ≈ 13135 is required for this f matching-range . We can use this numerical β value in Eq. (25) or (23) for f matching-range of general observers with normal or abnormal color vision, if we assume that this central limiting parameter β is the same across different observers.
E. Variable Matching Ranges for Anomalous Trichromats
By Eq. (23), the matching range f matching-range increases when the denominator βQ 1 Q 2 2 in the right-hand side of this Figure 6 shows a graphical understanding of the above conclusion. For protanomalous or deuteranomalous, the ratio L cone response : M cone response is nearly a constant across input variations, because L and M cones have similar λ max (this constant is one when L and M pigments have the same optical density). For protanomalous [ Fig. 6(B) ], this makes the line for red-green mixtures and the line for the yellow lights nearly parallel or identical to each other, making more mixtures indistinguishable from the yellow lights. For deuteranomalous [ Fig. 6(C) ], this makes the cone responses nearly invariant to the fraction changes in the red-green mixture. In particular, when the anomaloscope is calibrated at or around the deutan mode, defined as when the red and green lights equally excite a standard L cone, the similarity in spectral sensitivity of the two cone mechanisms in deuteranomalous individuals (L and L 0 ) means that the response of neither the L nor the L 0 cone varies substantially with the fraction changes in the red-green mixture. Hence, more compositions of the red-green mixture can appear identical to the matched yellow lights when noise blurs small response differences.
Large matching ranges in anomalous trichromats have been observed experimentally [15] . However, the matching behavior of color deficient observers is highly variable so that some have small matching ranges [16] [17] [18] . This could be understood by noting that a smaller denominator βQ 1 Q 2 2 in the formula for f matching-range in Eq. (23) makes the value of f matching-range more sensitive to variations in the value of the numerator in this formula. In particular, when the numerator is too small, a small f matching-range results, even though, in general, a smaller denominator yields a larger f matching-range . Pinpointing f matching-range for an individual requires knowing both the sensitivities and relative numerosities of the L and M cones present in a given retina. In any case, because the denominator is smaller for anomalous trichromats than that for the normals, f matching-range is not only more likely larger, but also more highly variable, among anomalous trichromats.
F. Match Range Increases for Normal Trichromats When the Numbers of L and M Cones Differ by Too Much
Because f matching-range also depends on the relative cone densities n L and n M [see Eq. (25) or (23)], normal trichromats can also have larger f matching-range for some n L ∕n M . To study the effect of n L ∕n M in normal trichromat, we use the approximation of f matching-range by Eq. (25), rewritten here:
which isolates the dependence of f matching-range on n L ∕n M in the factor (note that n L n M 1):
the other … 1∕2 factor in f matching-range depends only on the light intensities (R and G) and the three pairs of cone sensitiv-
with all other things being equal;
(see Fig. 7 ). A tenfold change in n L ∕n M from a typical n L ∕n M ≈ 1 can increase f matching-range by twofold or more, more so when y L ∕y M deviates more from unity. Fig. 7(A) is scaled along the horizontal and vertical axes by the corresponding n L and n M , respectively. Consequently, the line for the red-green mixtures and the line for the yellow lights become increasingly more parallel to each other when n L ∕n M deviates more from unity; this, in turn, increases the overlap between the two noise-thickened lines near their intersection to make f matching-range larger. The impact of n L ∕n M on f matching-range (particularly in normal trichromats) is a prediction that can be tested. However, f matching-range also changes with the cone sensitivities [r L ; r M , g L ; g M , and y L ; y M ], which also determine f match . Holding f match fixed does not nail down f matching-range because there are four underlying variables (λ max and O c for each of the L and M cone types) to determine the cone sensitivities (assuming the anomaloscope and the pre-receptor retinal filters are fixed). Once n L n M 0.5 is fixed, collective variations of each λ max within the range of 3-4 nm and each O C within a factor of 2-3 can cause f matching-range to vary within a range of about twofold. Therefore, testing the predicted effect of cone numerosity on f matching-range should require either a large number of observers to average out the variations caused by the variations of cone sensitivities or a group of observers whose cone sensitivities (or related specifics) are precisely known.
G. Matching Difficulties and Smaller Matching Ranges for Strong Tetrachromats
Human tetrachromats are observers who have four functioning types of cones. We consider those tetrachromats who have three functioning types of cones, which are, unlike the S cones, sensitive to the wavelengths of the red, green, and yellow lights for the Rayleigh match. For example, a heterozygous female carrier of anomalous trichromacy can possibly be a tetrachromat by having a normal L cone, a normal M cone, and an abnormal L or abnormal M cone [19] . We consider the case of strong tetrachromats when post-receptor processing preserves the extra dimension of color information by the additional cone type (as opposed to weak tetrachromats when the extra color dimension is lost post-receptorally) [20] . For these individuals, a match requires that each of the three (rather than two) types of cones is activated equally by the two light fields: one red-green mixture and one yellow light. When there is no noise in cone activations, such a match is not mathematically possible because it would require satisfying simultaneously three equations, one for each cone type, by only adjusting two variables, the mixing fraction f and the yellow-light intensity. Graphically, this impossibility can be understood by generalizing Fig. 2(A) from a 2D space to a 3D space, with the three axes representing the respective responses from the three cone types. In this 3D space, two lines of the cone responses, one for the red-green mixture and one for the yellow light, are unlikely to intersect each other for the exact match. In practice, when cone activation noise is considered, however, a match may still be possible for such a tetrachromat if the closest distance or gap between the two lines is within the noise range-the f value and the yellow light intensity to achieve this closest distance is then the matching point, and the noise amplitude is sufficient to bridge the gap. If the noise is not sufficient to bridge the gap, such a tetrachromat would not be able to find a match.
For tetrachromats who can achieve a match, the matching range is likely smaller than usual because the above-mentioned gap makes it more difficult for any fraction f to achieve a match even with the cone noise. This smaller matching range can also be understood using the example when the relevant three cone types consist of the normal L cone, the normal M cone, and an abnormal L cone. A match involving these three cone types is equivalent to two simultaneous two-cone matches, one involving only the normal L cone and the normal M cone, another involving only the abnormal L cone and the normal M cone. The matching range for the three-cone match should be the intersection between two matching ranges for the two respective two-cone matches and, therefore, should be smaller than usual. For example, if the matching range for the Rayleigh matching involving the normal L and M cones is f 1 ∈ 0.48; 0.51 and that for a match involving the abnormal L and the normal M cones is f 2 ∈ 0.50; 0.60, then the matching range involving all the three cones is f ∈ 0.50; 0.51. If the first two matching ranges do not overlap, then the tetrachromat will not find any fraction f to achieve a satisfactory match.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We introduce an analytical model of the Rayleigh match, so that the matching fraction f match is expressed by an explicit mathematical formula [in Eq. (10)], showing how f match depends on the three L-M pairs of cone sensitivities [r L ; r M , g L ; g M , and y L ; y M ] to the three lights (the sensitivities in turn are precisely determined by the λ max and optical densities of photopigments, properties of the pre-receptor retinal filter, and the wavelengths [or spectrum compositions] of the three lights for the anomaloscope) and on the intensities R and G of the red and green lights. In addition, we propose that the noise in the cone responses are responsible for the nonzero matching range and used the Poisson nature of the noise in the cones to derive another mathematical formula for the matching range [in Eq. (23) or, as an approximation for normal trichromats, Eq. (25)]. The matching range is shown to be influenced not only by the same retinal and anomaloscope quantities [r L ; r M , g L ; g M , y L ; y M , R, and G] that determined the matching fraction f match but also by the relative numbers n L and n M of L and M cones.
We also introduced a graphical understanding of the Rayleigh match, as shown, for example, in Figs. 2 and 5-7 . Together, the graphical understanding and the analytical formulae enabled us to understand why dichromats can match in any red-green mixtures, why protanomalous needs more red light and deuteranomalous needs more green light for the match, why cone absorption noise makes the matching range nonzero, why anomalous trichromats have larger matching ranges than the normal trichromats, and how relative L and M cone numerosities influence the matching range.
In addition, our model and understanding provide the following four predictions, which can be tested by experimental data.
1. Everything else being equal, matching range in normal trichromats is larger when L and M cones have very different relative numerosities. For example, when there are 10 times as many cones of one type as that of the other type, the matching range f matchin-grange can be about two or three times as large as that when the two types of cones have comparable numerosities.
2. Female normal trichromats who are also carriers of dichromacy (i.e., they have one X chromosome with genes for the normal cones and another X chromosome lacking the gene for the L or M cone) are more likely to have larger matching ranges than noncarrier normal trichromats.
3. On average, the matching range in the female deutan carriers is larger than that in the female protan carriers.
4. The matching range in strong tetrachromats is typically smaller than that in the typical normal trichromats, and that the Rayleigh matching is impossible in some strong tetrachromats.
Next, we elaborate on and discuss these predictions. For prediction 1, because, given numerosities of the cones, the f matching-range can also vary by two-to threefold due to variations in λ max and optical densities of the photopigments among the normal trichromats, the predicted effects by the numerosities of the cones are best tested among observers having the same sensitivities of the cones. Alternatively, we can also employ many observers so that variabilities of f matching-range caused by the variabilities of the cone sensitivities can be averaged out among the observers. We note that, due to variabilities in both the numerosities and sensitivities of the cones among normal trichromats, f matching-range can vary by up to about tenfold. A previous work [8] had speculated that this roughly tenfold change may be caused by the same roughly tenfold change in the relative numerosities of the L and M cones among the normal trichromats [21, 22] . Our analytical modeling, however, enables us to predict that a tenfold change in the relative numerosities only causes about two-to threefold change in the f matching-range .
Prediction 2 is a corollary of prediction 1 because female normal trichromats who are also carriers of dichromacy are more likely to have extreme n L ∕n M values. Ignoring the S cones for simplicity, if each photoreceptor randomly expresses one of the L and M genes from only one of the X chromosomes [23] , the retina is more likely to have fewer cones of the type whose gene is lacking in the dichromacy X chromosome. In particular,
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we can calculate the modified fraction n 0 L of the L cones in these carriers using a simple model as follows. Assume that (1) only one X chromosome is activated to express a cone for each photoreceptor, and let p be the chance that this X chromosome is the normal one; and (2), if the normal X chromosome is activated, an L or M cone is expressed with a probability n L or n M , respectively, as in a noncarrier normal trichromat, and when the abnormal, deutan, or protan X chromosome is activated, the gene expressed is always for an L or M cone, respectively. The modified n 0 L is then the overall probability that an L cone gene is expressed. Hence, for the protan carrier, this probability is
because an L cone only occurs when the normal X chromosome is activated and, further, an L gene is chosen for expression. Similarly, for the deutan carrier (note that n L n M 1),
In Eq. (31), the first term p · n L after the equal sign is the same as before, and the second term 1 − p is the probability that the abnormal X chromosome (which can only express an L cone) is activated. Hence, relative to noncarrier normal trichromats, the fraction of L cones is, on average, reduced in protan carriers and increased for deutan carriers. In either case, the distribution of L:M cone ratios deviates from that of the noncarrier normal trichromats. In particular, a small p value can lead to small n 0 L for protan carriers [24] and large n 0 L for deutan carriers. The chance for p much smaller than 1∕2 is quite substantial because the activated X chromosome in each cell is inherited from a small pool of (around seven or eight) precursor cells early in female embryological development [25] . Because our model predicts that extreme L-cone fractions lead to larger f matching-range values, female carriers of dichromacy should have, on average, a larger f matching-range value. This may explain the observation that such carriers have, on average, an f matching-range that is about two to three times that for noncarrier normal trichromats [19] , though this difference in f matching-range has not been observed in other studies [26] . Regardless, our analysis above also leads to prediction 3: that a larger f matching-range is more likely to occur in a deutan than a protan carrier. This is because, typically, n L > n M in normal noncarriers; hence, given each p value,
This means that the distance of n 0 L protan carrier from the extreme 0 is larger than the distance of n 0 L deutan carrier from the extreme 1, i.e., extreme L-cone fractions are more likely in deutan than protan carriers. Predictions 2 and 3 regarding the f matching-range in female carriers must be tested using sufficiently large (larger than those from the observations so far [19, 26] ) pools of female carriers for whom the spectral sensitivity of their underlying pigments is known and for whom the L:M cone ratio is known. New imaging techniques may allow for L:M ratio to be estimated more expeditiously in these subjects [27] . Now we come to prediction 4 on the strong tetrachromats. Both analytically and intuitively, when the fourth, abnormal, cone in the tetrachromats is more like one of the normal cones in terms of its sensitivities to the three lights, it is more likely for such a tetrachromat to find a match because such a tetrachromat is more like a normal trichromat. We should also consider the possibility of (female) tetrachromats who carry two different versions of abnormal L or M cones. For example, consider an individual with normal L cones but two different versions of the abnormal M cones. This individual would appear like a deuteranomalous who requires more green light than normal to match; however, she would be likely to have a smaller matching range than that of a typical (trichromatic) deuteranomalous.
Only females can be (strong) tetrachromats or normal trichromats who are also carriers of dichromacy. In the former case, our model predicts that their matching range should be smaller; in the latter case, their matching range is predicted to be likely larger. Hence, between males and females who are not color vision deficient, i.e., not dichromats or anomalous trichromats, there may or may not be a significant difference between the two genders in terms of the average matching range. Interestingly, Rodriguez-Carmona et al. [28] observed a larger matching range in a sample of females believed to be absent of any carriers of color vision deficiency. However, no genetic testing was performed in that study, and the statistical method of "removing" carriers from their sample is not ideal. To obtain clean data, it is best to test each prediction using only the corresponding group of females without contamination from the other group. Furthermore, it has been noted that most heterozygous females who are carriers of anomalous trichromacy are not strong tetrachromats who have their 4D color space preserved at the post-receptor level [19, 20, 29] . It is, thus, important to exclude the weak tetrachromatic subjects when testing the prediction about the tetrachromats because these weak tetrachromatics could have complex color matching behavior caused by their likely extra color dimension at the receptor, but not postreceptor, level [30] . Our formulation of the Rayleigh matching applies only when the dimensions of color information at the receptor level are preserved post-receptorally. Tests of various predictions of our modeling will help shed light on the mechanisms by which color signals are processed by the human visual system.
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